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Right to Privacy: “Reasonable Expectation of  
Privacy”

• Spouses
• Under federal and state laws, spouses have a right to privacy

• Intrusion upon the spouse’s seclusion

• No exception for inter-spousal wiretapping
• Collins v. Collins, 904 S.W. 792, 797 (Tex. App – Houston [1st Dist.] 1995)

• Policy concerns regarding courts supervising privacy between spouses

• Modern Technological Advances
• Society’s expectation of  privacy has shifted tremendously since enactment

• Social media posts—Facebook, Instagram, etc.
• Private settings; discovery; evidence

• How can we protect our clients and ourselves?
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1. Unreasonable intrusion upon the seclusion of  another
• Intrusion must be unreasonable, unjustified, or unwarranted and highly offensive to a reasonable person.  

• Valenzuela v. Aquino, 853 SW2d 512, 513 (Tex. 1993).

2. Public disclosure of  private facts
• Defendant publicized matters regarding plaintiff ’s private life; 

• Publicizing those matters would be highly offensive to a reasonable person of  ordinary sensibilities; 

• Matter publicized is not of  legitimate public concern. 
• Star-Telegram, Inc. v. Doe, 915 S.W.2d 471, 474 (Tex. 1994).

3. Appropriation of  Name of  Likeness
• Defendant appropriated the plaintiff ’s name and likeness for the value associated with it; 

• Plaintiff  can be identified form the publication; and

• There was some advantage or benefit to the defendant
• Express One Int’l v. Steinbeck, 53 S.w.3d 895, 900 (Tex. App. – Dallas 2001, no pet).

Liability for Invasion of  Privacy Arises in Texas When:
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Electronic Torts – Claims

“Recent inventions and business methods
call attention to the next step which must
be taken for the protection of the person,
and for securing o the individual…the
right “to be let alone.”
“Instantaneous photographs and
newspaper enterprise have invaded the
sacred precincts of private and domestic
life; and numerous mechanical devices
threaten to make good the prediction that
what is whispered in the closet shall be
proclaimed from the house-tops.”
Samuel D. Warren & Louis D Brandeis, The Right to
Privacy, 4 Harv. L. Rev. 193, 195 (1890).

1. Wiretapping

2. Interception of  Emails

3. Accessing Stored Emails

4. Video Surveillance

5. Unlawful Access of  Stored Communications

6. Cell Phone Wiretapping

7. Extension Phones

8. Pen Register/Trap and Trace Device

9. Vicarious Consent Doctrine

10. Privacy at Home

11. Privacy at Work 
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Electronic Torts – Defenses 

• Statutes of  Limitation

• Discovery Rule

• Privilege (Absolute & Qualified)

• Vicarious Consent Doctrine

• Information, Facilities, or Technical 
Assistance

• Party to Communication

• Consent

• Ongoing Criminal

• Investigation 

• Party to Conversation

• Impeachment

• Truth as to False Light

• Common Ownership of  Property

• Proportionate Responsibility

• Statutorily Permitted

• Necessity
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Ohhhh, it’s a private life…
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Ohhh, It’s a Private Life

• Was it okay to be videotaping through the window? 

• What about when Jane remotely activated the nanny camera inside the den, was that ok?

• Does it matter whether there is sound on the nanny camera? 

• Does it matter which room in the home the nanny camera is located?

• Does it matter if  Federico has exclusive use of  the home?  
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Federal Wiretap Act

• 18 U.S.C. § 2510-2522

• (1) Interception of  Communications

• (2) Use of  Intercepted Communications

• (3) Disclosure of  Intercepted 
Communications

• 2 year statute of  limitations

• Begins when claimant first has a 
reasonable opportunity to discover the 
violation

• Does NOT require actual knowledge

• Each “use” or “disclosure” = separate 
offense and separate 2 year SOL

A violation occurs when any person:

a) intentionally intercepts, endeavors to intercept or procures any other 
person to intercept or endeavor to intercept any wire, oral or electronic 
communication

b) Intentionally uses, endeavors to use, or procures an other person to use or 
endeavor to use any electronic, mechanical, or other device to intercept any 
oral communication

c) intentionally discloses, or endeavors to disclose, to any other person the 
contents of  any wire, oral, or electronic communication, knowing or having 
reason to know that the information was obtained through the interception 
of  a wire, oral, or electronic communication in violation of  this subsection; 

d) intentionally uses, or endeavors to use, the contents of  any wire, oral, or 
electronic communication, knowing or having reason to know that the 
information was obtained in violation of  the statute; 

e) Intentionally discloses or endeavors to disclose to any other person the 
contents of  any wire, oral, or electronic communication, intercepted by 
means authorized by the criminal investigation provisions of  this statute

18 U.S.C. § 2511(1)(a)-(e)
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“Wire Communication”

• “Wire communication” means “any aural transfer made in whole or in part through 
the use of  facilities for the transmission of  communications by the aid of  wire, 
cable, or other like connection….”

• A “wire” communication must be “aural,” or spoken by a human.

• It must also be transmitted at least in part by a wire. 

• Wire communications are protected against interception regardless of  the speaker’s 
expectation of  privacy. 
• 18 USC §2510
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“Oral Communication”

• “Oral communication” means “any oral communication uttered by a person exhibiting an 
expectation that such communication is not subject to interception under circumstances 
justifying such expectation, but such term does not include any electronic communication.”

• Typically, oral communications include face-to-face communications where the participants 
have a reasonable expectation of  noninterception. 

• The statute requires a court to determine whether a person had a subjective expectation that 
her conversations were free from interception, and whether that expectation was objectively 
reasonable.

• It is not a violation to record oral communications where there is no reasonable expectation 
of  privacy
• 18 USC § 2510
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“Electronic Communication”

• “Electronic communication” means “any transfer of  signs, signals, writing, 
images, sounds, data, or intelligence of  any nature transmitted in whole or in 
part by a wire, radio, electromagnetic, photoelectronic or photooptical
system…but does not include any wire or oral communication….” 
• 18 USC §2510
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Wiretapping and Interception of  Data

• Criminal and Civil causes of  action

• Federal claims may be brought in state court
• Federal Wiretap Act civil claim can be added to a divorce case—RARE, but possible!

• Standing  a person must be a party to the communication

• Federal Statute of  Limitations – 2 years from date claimant had reasonable 
opportunity to discover the violation 

• Interception must be contemporaneous with the transmission of  the 
communication
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I Spy….
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I Spy…

• Is it legal to install the Flexispy if  he owns the phone used by his wife? 

• Does it make a difference if  the wife bought the phone with community property 
funds?

• Is it legal to record the phone call?
• Is there a scenario which you imagine wherein this may be legal?

• Ethical consideration: 
• As the attorney, are you allowed to even listen to the telephone call?

• Should you have advised your client to have installed Flexispy?
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Federal Law - Criminal Penalties

• Fine

• Imprisonment up to 5 years
• 18 USC § 2511(4)(a)
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Fed.Civil Penalties

• For “any person whose wire, oral, or 
electronic communication is 
intercepted, disclosed, or intentionally 
used…”
• Equitable relief;

• Damages;

• Punitive damages; AND

• Reasonable attorney’s fees and costs
• 18 USC § 2520(b)

Damages—The greater of:
• Actual damages + profit received by 

the violator; 

OR 

• Statutory damages of  either $100 for 
each day of  violation or $10,000
• 18 USC § 2520(c)(2)
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Spousal Wiretap Claims

• A spouse cannot separately allege a fraud claim in a divorce and receive 
damages other than a disproportionate division of  the community estate.

• Economic torts between spouses must be addressed by disproportionate 
division of  community property and no punitive damages are allowed.
• Schlueter v. Schlueter, 975 S.W. 584 (Tex. 1998)

• Federal Wiretap Act recovery is not statutorily defined as separate property.
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Federal Exclusionary Rule

• Whenever any wire or oral communication has been intercepted, no part of  the 
contents of  such communication and no evidence derived therefrom may be 
received in evidence in any trial, hearing, or other proceeding in or before any 
court…. 
• 18 USC § 2515

• Overrides general rule that illegally obtained information is admissible at civil trials 
• Also excludes any evidence obtained as a result of  the intercepted communication.
• Only applies to wire or oral communication—i.e. voice communications

• Not electronic—i.e. text messages
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Exception—One Party Consent

• It shall not be unlawful under this chapter for a person not acting under color of  
law to intercept a wire, oral, or electronic communication where such person is a 
party to the communication or where one of  the parties to the 
communication has given prior consent to such interception....
• 18 USC § 2511(2)(d)
• Federal law + 38 states (including Texas)

• All Party Consent—12 states 
• CA, CT, FL, HI, IL, MD, MA, MT, NV, NH, PA, WA
• If  a call is conducted across state lines, the law of  the stricter state applies!
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Exception—Vicarious Consent

• Where the parent has a good faith, objectively reasonable belief  that the 
recording is necessary for the welfare of  the child.
• Followed in Texas state courts; some Federal courts
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Texas Wiretap Law - §16.02 Penal Code
1. intentionally intercepts, endeavors to intercept, or procures another person to intercept or endeavor to 

intercept a wire, oral, or electronic communication; 

2. intentionally discloses or endeavors to disclose to another person the contents of  a wire, oral, or 
electronic communication if  the person knows or has reason to know the information was obtained 
through the interception of  a wire, oral, or electronic communication in violation of  this subsection; 

3. intentionally uses or endeavors to use the contents of  a wire, oral, or electronic communication if  the 
person knows or is reckless about whether the information was obtained through the interception of  a 
wire, oral, or electronic communication in violation of  this subsection; 

4. knowingly or intentionally effects a covert entry for the purpose of  intercepting wire, oral, or electronic 
communications without court order or authorization; or

5. intentionally uses, endeavors to use, or procures any other person to use or endeavor to use any electronic, 
mechanical, or other device to intercept any oral communication
1. Is affixed to, or otherwise transmits a signal through a wire, cable, or other connection used in wire 

communications; 

2. Transmits communications by radio or interferes with the transmission of  communication by radio. 
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Texas and Federal Law

• What are the similarities in the laws?
• Defined terms, including “wire,” “oral,” and “electronic” communications

• Differences:
• Texas §16.02 of  Penal Code

• Added an offense for effecting a covert entry for the purpose of  intercepting communications; 
and

• Enumerates list of  affirmative defenses including one party consent 
• Knowledge requirement for a “use” offense—“knows or is reckless about” whether information 

was obtained via interception 
• Compare to federal law—“knowing or has reason to know”
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Civil & Criminal Penalties

• Criminal 2nd degree felony in Texas 

• Civil A party to a communication may sue a person who: 
1. intercepts, attempts to intercept, or employs or obtains another to intercept 

or attempt to intercept the communication; 

2. uses or divulges information that he knows or reasonably should know was 
obtained by interception of  the communication....

• Texas Civil Practice & Remedies Code      § 123.002(a)
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Damages - § 123.004

• A person is entitled to:
1. an injunction prohibiting a further interception, attempted interception, or divulgence 

or use of  information obtained by an interception; 

2. statutory damages of  $10,000 for EACH occurrence; 

3. all actual damages in excess of  $10,000; 

4. punitive damages in an amount determined by the court or jury; and 

5. reasonable attorney's fees and costs.
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Beware!

• Even revealing the general nature of  a communication or intimating its 
contents may constitute an actionable disclosure. 

• An attorney can have personal criminal and civil liability for using or 
disclosing an improper recording made by a client.
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Making Tracks

• Is Sandy allowed to install the device in the backpack?

• Is Sandy allowed to track her child?
• Does it matter what her intentions are? 

• Is Marina authorized to read the email Sandy sent to her sister?  
• Would it matter if  the email was saved to Marina’s phone? 

• Was it legal for Marina to access Sandy’s email account?
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Federal Stored Communications Act (SCA)

• 18 U.S.C. § 2701(a)

• Focus is on accessing communications in 
electronic storage.
• Only applies to “wire” and “electronic” 

communications—NOT oral!

• 2 year statute of  limitations

• It is an offense to

• (1) intentionally accesses without 
authorization a facility through which an 
electronic communication service is 
provided; or 

• (2) intentionally exceeds an authorization 
to access that facility; and thereby obtains, 
alters, or prevents authorized access to a 
wire or electronic communication while it 
is in electronic storage in such system...
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Is the communication in
“Electronic Storage”?

• any temporary, intermediate storage 
of  a wire or electronic 
communication incidental to the 
electronic transmission thereof; and 

• any storage of  such communication 
by an electronic communication 
service for purposes of  backup 
protection of  such communication
• 18 USC §2510(17)

• Violation of  SCA
• Accessing voicemails stored on a 

communications system
• NOT accessing voicemails located on 

a physical recorder

• Accessing webmail stored on the 
internet
• NOT accessing emails stored locally 

on a computer
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Criminal Penalties for Violating SCA

Purpose First Offense Subsequent Offense

Commercial advantage, malicious 
destruction or damage, or private 
commercial gain, or in 
furtherance of  any criminal or 
tortious act

Fine or imprisonment for not 
more than 5 years, or both

Fine or imprisonment for not 
more than 10 years, or both

Any other purpose Fine or imprisonment for not 
more than 1 year, or both

Fine or imprisonment for not 
more than 5 years, or both

18 USC §2701(b)
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Civil Penalties for Violating SCA

Standing – broad definition 
• …[any] person aggrieved by any 

violation of  this chapter in which the 
conduct constituting the violation is 
engaged in with a knowing or intentional 
state of  mind may, in a civil action, recover 
from the person or entity, other than the 
United States, which engaged in that 
violation such relief  as may be appropriate
• 18 USC §2707

• Preliminary, equitable, or declaratory relief, 
including injunctions; 

• Actual damages including any profits made 
by the violator as a result of  the violation; 

• Minimum statutory damages of  $1,000; 
• Punitive damages if  the violation is willful 

or intentional; and 
• Reasonable attorney’s fees and litigation 

costs.
• 18 USC §2707(a)-(c)
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Texas Stored Communications Law

• Texas Penal Code § 16.04
• Almost identical to federal law
• Penalties:

• If  committed to obtain a benefit or to harm 
another—state jail felony

• Otherwise, a Class A misdemeanor

• It is an offense if  a person
• ...obtains, alters, or prevents authorized 

access to a wire or electronic communication 
while the communication is in electronic 
storage by: 
• (1) intentionally obtaining access without 

authorization to a facility through which a 
wire or electronic communications service is 
provided; or 

• (2) intentionally exceeding an authorization 
for access to a facility through which a wire 
or electronic communications service is 
provided
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When and Where Can Spouses Track? 

§16.06 Texas Penal Code
• It is illegal to:

• Knowingly install an electronic or 
mechanical tracking device on a motor 
vehicle owned or leased by another person

• Exception - Private Investigator can install if  
they have written consent of  owner or lessor 

• Violation is a Class A Misdemeanor

Important Considerations
• Is there a reasonable expectation of  

privacy? 
• Tracing a person through public 

thoroughfares has no reasonable  
expectation of  privacy 

• Not enough to show invasion “could 
have” occurred
• Villanova v. Innovative Investigations, Inc., 21 

A.3d 650, 651-52 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 
2011)
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Other Texas Computer Crimes

• Online Impersonation

• Texas Penal Code § 33.07

• Requires intent to harm; otherwise 
harassment

• (1) Using name or persona of  another to create a 
webpage (includes social networking) or to send a 
message or messages through a social networking 
site.

• (2) Sending an email, instant message, text message 
referencing another’s name, domain address, phone 
number or other identifying information.

• Breach of  Computer Security - Texas Penal Code § 32.02

• Knowingly accessing a computer, computer network, 
or computer system without the effective consent of  
the owner

• Meant to prevent hacking

• Custody case concern—harm or best interest of  child?

• CPRC §143.001-2 – Claims & Damages 

• Damages if  injured under Chapter 33

• Statute of  limitations is 5 years after act or 2 years 
after claimant discovered violation, whichever is 
earlier.

• Actual damages and reasonable attorney’s fees
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Concerns as an Attorney

• Use of  the provided information?

• Who delivered/provided the information?

• Byproduct?

• Implied consent?
• “Consent in fact which is inferred from surrounding circumstances indicating that the party 

knowingly agreed to the surveillance”

• Vicarious liability? 
• Private investigators and other agents
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